Strongarm is seeking mechanically inclined and energetic candidates to apply for the
following job opportunity. Candidates must possess a positive attitude and a willingness to
learn and grow. As a leader in innovation, Strongarm is committed to providing an
environment for professional development. We encourage all qualified candidates to apply
for the opportunity to join our team in a rapidly growing industry.
JOB TITLE: Miscellaneous Fabrication Operator (Metal Manufacturing Department)
JOB LOCATION: Horsham, PA 19044
JOB REQUIREMENTS:
Prior machining and hand tool experience
Ability to read and understand engineering prints
Ability to use and read various measuring devices such as calipers, levels, depth
gauges, and protractors
An aptitude for problem-solving
Ability to stand for 2+ hours at a time and lift up to 50 lbs
JOB DESCRIPTION & RESPONSIBILITIES:
Operate equipment in the miscellaneous fabrication division of our metal manufacturing
department, including Bridgeport mill and lathe, Baileigh band saw, and more. Fabricate and
modify various metal components from stainless steel, cold rolled steel, aluminum, and cast
aluminum. This position reports directly to the Manufacturing Manager and Manufacturing
Lead.
Set up and operate a variety of machines to fabricate required metal parts
Ensure proper machine maintenance according to the maintenance schedule and
operator manual
Assist in tracking the stock levels of supplies and raw materials to ensure an adequate
level of inventory
Ensure quality and aesthetic standards for our custom, made-to-order products

Perform measurements and inspections to adhere to work order, engineering print, and
specifications including flatness, parallelism, and dimensional tolerances
Complete non-conforming material reports for incoming materials that are defective or
do not meet required specifications
Perform all job duties according to Strongarm's policies and procedures
COMPENSATION PACKAGE:
Pay rate up to $18.00 per hour based on experience and certification
Personal time off (including sick days and personal days)
401K plan available
Health insurance, including dental and vision
Eligible for twice-yearly bonuses and yearly wage increases based on timely
performance reviews

APPLY ONLINE
ABOUT STRONGARM:
Located in suburban Philadelphia, Strongarm specializes in customized,
ergonomic, and environmentally protected operator interface terminal
systems, workstations, mountings, enclosures, and displays for the
frontline workforce. Strongarm products are built for a wide variety of
industries and applications worldwide. For more information about
Strongarm and our products, please visit strongarm.com

